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Permeation energetics in amodel

potassium channel

Stefano Garofoli, Gennady Miloshevsky, Vladimir L. Dorman and Peter C. Jordan1

Department of Chemistry, MS-015, Brandeis University, PO Box 549110, Waltham, MA
02454-9110, USA

Abstract.Known structures of selective ion channels share a common property: a narrow
constriction, presumably crucial for ionic discrimination. This region can be fairly long,
imposing single ¢le motion on waters and ion(s). We apply the semi-microscopic Monte
Carlo approach to study permeation in the KcsA channel, decomposing energetics into a
three-step process: cation dehydration; ion transfer into a uniform low e dielectric; and
transfer from the uniform dielectric into the channel. The in£uence of individual channel
structural features is separately assessed. The aqueous cavity has only a modest stabilizing
e¡ect on nearby ions in the ¢lter. Ionic solvation in the ¢lter re£ects the combined
in£uence of the single ¢le waters, the binding pockets’ carbonyls, the a helices directed
at the cavity and the negative residues near the extracellular surface of the channel; no one
feature dominates. At all sites along the permeation pathway there is substantial
discrimination favouring K+ over Na+; conversely, there is little discrimination among
the larger alkali cations. Selectivity for K+ over Na+ appears due to the inability of the
¢lter’s carbonyl oxygens to ideally coordinate Na+.

2002 Ion channels� from atomic resolution physiology to functional genomics. Wiley, Chichester
(Novartis Foundation Symposium 245) p 109^126

Until recently theoretical study of ionic interaction with ion channel proteins was
either based on structural speculations or limited to considering the model system
gramicidin (seeRoux&Karplus 1994). The situation is nowdramatically di¡erent.
Four distinct selective channel systems have been solved to atomic level resolution:
aK+channel from Streptomyces lividans (KcsA;Doyle et al 1998), a stretch-activated
channel from Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Tb-McsL; Chang et al 1998), human red
cell aquaporin 1 (AQP1; Murata et al 2000) and the Escherichia coli glycerol
facilitator (GlpF; Fu et al 2000). All share a common feature, a constricted
region where the transported species must lose much of its surrounding water
and pass in close proximity to the channel protein. In KcsA the constriction is
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visible from the X-ray structure and is associated with a single ¢le domain like that
in gramicidin (Wallace 1999), but substantially shorter, some 10^15— long. A
similar feature may be integral to the function of AQP1 (Murata et al 2000).
The structure of KcsA con¢rmed many electrophysiological inferences,

investing kinetic models of the multi-ion permeation pathway (Hille & Schwartz
1978, Neyton & Miller 1988) with structural reality (Doyle et al 1998). It also
revealed some unexpected architectural details: the carbonyl binding pockets, the
mid-channel aqueous cavity and the a helices aimed at the cavity. The AQP1
structure, with a helices pointed at the constriction, rationalizes how this protein
forms water channels and simultaneously blocks proton transport.
Nonetheless, questions remain. InKcsA,what creates essentially barrier-less free

energy pro¢les for permeant ion transport, i.e. why are K+ channel conductances
so high? What accounts for essentially insurmountable energetic obstructions to
the £ow of similar competing species, i.e. why is the K+/Na+ permeability ratio so
high? How do individual structural features a¡ect permeation energetics? Which
features simply lead to superposable static ¢elds and which induce major dielectric
reorientation?
This chapter examines these issues, describing the e¡ect of individual structural

features on the permeation free energy pro¢le, and suggesting reasons for certain
aspects of channel design. We extend the approach to compare permeation
energetics among the alkali cations, emphasizing the importance of hydration
energetics.

Modelling ion channels

Many theoretical approaches illuminate structure^function relationships in ion
channels. Gramicidin has been their proving ground (Roux & Karplus 1994,
Dorman et al 1996, Woolf & Roux 1997, Chiu et al 1991, Jakobsson & Chiu
1987). Using the X-ray structure of KcsA as a guide, insight has been gained
from electrostatic analysis (Roux &MacKinnon 1999), Brownian dynamics (BD)
(Chung et al 1999) and molecular dynamics (MD) (—qvist & Luzhkov 2000,
Shrivastava & Sansom 2000, Berne' che & Roux 2000, Guidoni et al 2000, Biggin
et al 2001). In MD, the computational models hew closely to the known structure
and provide a wealth of information. Among the simulational results are: a model
for the permeation duty cycle (—qvist & Luzhkov 2000); evidence for the
permeant ions’ role in structurally stabilizing the channel (Shrivastava & Sansom
2000); a detailed picture for the functional permeating assembly (Berne' che&Roux
2000); identi¢cation of a possible secondary in£uence of the oriented a helices
(Guidoni et al 2000); and a novel hypothesis for the origin of K+/Na+ selectivity
(Biggin et al 2001). In contrast, both BD and electrostatic studies aremesoscopic in
nature, necessarily partially idealized. The transmembrane aqueous pathway is a
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continuum £uid with high permittivity, approaching or equal to that of bulk
water, even though water in narrow constrictions must be ordered and non-
permittive (Partenskii & Jordan 1992, Partenskii et al 1994). BD successfully
reproduced gross aspects of transport kinetics (Chung et al 1999). The Roux &
MacKinnon (1999) study provided a basis for the cavity’s ability to preferentially
solvate monovalent cations.
Our perspective on KcsA is somewhat di¡erent. We treat prescribed structural

features that we believe critical for the energetics of ion transfer from water
(Dorman et al 1996, 1999). These de¢ne an exactly soluble, computationally
e⁄cient statistical mechanical problem. The model, illustrated in Fig. 1,
incorporates a few mobile, reorientable features (the ion[s], the single ¢le waters
in the channel, and the carbonyls forming the binding pockets); the remainder (the
cavity, the oriented a helices and the negative residues) are, for computational
convenience, treated as ¢xed background charges, although this restriction can
be lifted. The bulk water domains are continua with high dielectric constants, for
computational simplicity chosen as in¢nite. The cavity is treated in two ways: as a
high e continuum or by incorporating explicit cavity waters, *20 additional
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FIG. 1. Semi-microscopic model geometry for theKcsA selectivity ¢lter. It includes solvating
CO groups (residues 75^78 of each tetramer strand), single ¢le ions and waters, peptide dipoles,
the 80Asp carboxylates, the aqueous cavity and its included ion. Bulk electrolyte and the cavity
are treated as dielectric continua, e � 1. The Helmholtz layer (accounting for water
immobilized by interaction with polar surfaces) separating the explicit sources in the ¢lter
from extracellular bulk water has a width of 2—; that between the ¢lter and the mid-channel
water pool is 1.5 —. The pool radius is 5.0— and it accommodates *20 waters. The
crystallographic occupancy sites (2 and 4) are*18.5— and*11.0— from the cavity centre.



mobile, reorientable moieties in the low e dielectric background. The surrounding
membrane and those parts of the channel not explicitly modelled form a
background continuum dielectric with eback, *2. The picture is semi-
quantitative, designed to deconstruct individual structural features’ in£uences on
ion transfer and to facilitate comparison of ion^channel interactions among the
alkali cations.
This approach permits description of the proximate structural reorganizations

associated with ionic solvation in a channel environment; exactly treating charge
induced dielectric relaxation of ‘solvent’, i.e. the parts of the system nearest the
transported ion(s). The choice of eback *2 derives from the index of refraction
(the high frequency dielectric constant); it is the electronic contribution to e. This
approach circumvents drawbacks of both Poisson^Boltzmann and Brownian
treatments where the constriction is treated as a high e continuum, even though
it contains ordered, non-permittive single-¢le waters (Partenskii & Jordan 1992,
Partenskii et al 1994) andwhere all protein charges are immobile, with stabilization
arising from (real) structural reorganization dealt with by assigning the protein an
elevated e¡ective e, between 4 and 20 (Antosiewicz et al 1994, Gibas &
Subramaniam 1996).
In our treatment, structural reorganization of the single ¢le waters and the

binding pocket carbonyls in the ions’ immediate vicinity is treated exactly; other
electrical features are stationary. The model is fundamentally electrostatic; channel
solvation involves transfer of an ion into a cavity accompanied by dielectric
reorganization of the immediate surroundings. The approach is very e⁄cient
computationally. With *80^100 mobile sources, statistically reliable free energy
perturbation calculations for any point on the permeation pathway are achieved in
410 h on a personal computer. Model parameters roughly reproduce alkali metal
hydration energies and gross aspects of both ion^water and water^water pair
correlation functions.
Permeation is a composite process. The ion is dehydrated, and exchanged for

water in the gas phase; the ion is transferred to a cavity in the backgrounddielectric
and exchanged for water; it is then stabilized by exchange for a water molecule in
the channel:

Ion(aq) +Water(vac)! Ion(vac) + Water(aq) Dehydration (1a)

Ion(vac) +Water(eback)! Ion(eback) + Water(vac) Cavity (1b)

Ion(eback) + Water(channel)! Ion(channel) + Water(eback) Stabilization (1c)

The stabilization energy is computed by perturbation methods described
previously (Dorman et al 1996); the dehydration energy is experimentally
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accessible1; the cavity term is a Born energy, determined by the ion’s cavity radius
in the channel.
The model of Fig. 1 has ¢ve sites. Four have crystallographic correspondences

(Doyle et al 1998) and/or rough electrophysiological identi¢cations (Neyton &
Miller 1988): sites 2 and 4 are the crystallographic sites (outer lock-in and
enhancement respectively); site 3 is the interionic water site; and site 5
approximates the Ba block site (Jiang & MacKinnon 2000). The extracellular
boundary site 1, identi¢ed from simulational studies, more or less accounts for
extracellular vestibular water’s in£uence on ¢lter energetics. Default geometry is
a strand-averaged symmetrization of the crystallographic coordinates. For
computational e⁄ciency carbonyl carbons are immobilized, a restriction that can
be lifted. Oxygens rotate about the carbons, weakly tethered to equilibrium
orientations determined by minimizing the crystallographic structure with an
unoccupied ¢lter (hypothetical). Waters and ions are not constrained. In default
geometry the cavity, of *5— radius, is centred 26— and 23— from the extra-
and intracellular boundaries, respectively. The temperature is 300 K.

Role of the cavity

The cavity’smajor role is to stabilize an ion near the centre of themembrane (Doyle
et al 1998, Roux &MacKinnon 1999). However, does it also help stabilize ions in
the selectivity ¢lter? Or might it have some other secondary in£uence on
permeation? Is proximity to the cavity as e¡ective as bulk water in stabilizing
¢lter ions; if not, how large is the penalty? Does the cavity isolate the ¢lter from
the low e domain on the channel’s intracellular side? Are ¢lter energetics very
di¡erent in the open channel? Is the cavity as e¡ective in stabilizing ¢lter ions as
additional single ¢le waters?
Tables 1^3 provide answers to these questions, by limiting consideration to ion^

water interaction. Five basic variants from default geometry of Fig. 1 are treated:
(1) replace the cavity by explicit waters; (2) vary cavity radius, at constant overall
system width; (3) approximate an open state, shrinking overall system width until
the cavity contacts the intracellular region or (4) deforming the cavity to a tube
contacting the intracellular region and ¢lled with explicit waters; and (5)
eliminate the cavity, replacing it by additional single ¢le waters.

PERMEATION ENERGETICS 113

1The process of Eq. 1a is hypothetical, but energies can be estimated with a fair degree of
con¢dence. What is needed is the absolute potential of the standard hydrogen electrode. The
most recent experimental and theoretical determinations di¡er by *7 kT (Reiss & Heller
1985; Tissandier et al 1998); dehydration free energies are thus uncertain to+3.5 kT.



Stabilization energies at site 1, furthest from the cavity, are, as expected,
essentially independent of intracellular structure, suggesting an overall statistical
uncertainty of+0.3 kT.
Table 1 describes di¡erent modi¢cations of the cavity: ¢lling it with explicit

waters (case 1) or varying its radius (case 2). The inclusion of explicit cavity
waters tests the high e, continuum cavity approximation. But for site 5, adjacent
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TABLE 2 E¡ect of varying intracellular channel geometry (cases 3 and 4, see text) on
monovalent ion stabilization free energies (Eq. 1c, in kT) for single occupancy of the
model ¢lter (Fig. 1, the default geometry)

Width/— Rcavity/— ExplicitWaters Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 Site 4 Site 5

Default 49 5 File-5, Cavity-0 728.3 725.8 720.5 720.4 719.2

Case 3 33 5 File-5, Cavity-0 728.6 726.2 721.2 721.5 721.1

Case 4 49 Tube File-5, Tube-72 728.4 725.7 720.8 721.7 722.3

Case 4 incorporates explicit ‘tube’ water (see text).

TABLE 3 E¡ect of replacing the continuum cavity by single ¢le waters (case 5, see
text) onmonovalent ion stabilization free energies (Eq. 1c, in kT) for single occupancy
of the model ¢lter (Fig. 1, the default geometry)

Width/— Rcavity/— Explicit waters Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 Site 4 Site 5

Default 49 5 File-5, Cavity-0 ^28.3 ^25.8 ^20.5 ^20.4 ^19.2

Case 5 49 0 File-5, Cavity-0 ^28.0 ^25.2 ^19.8 ^18.7 ^14.7

Case 5 49 0 File-6, Cavity-0 ^28.1 ^25.6 ^20.5 ^20.5 ^21.8

Case 5 49 0 File-7, Cavity-0 ^28.2 ^25.8 ^20.8 ^21.4 ^23.6

Case 5 49 0 File-8, Cavity-0 ^28.3 ^25.9 ^21.1 ^22.0 ^24.5

TABLE 1 E¡ect of cavity size and cavity occupancy (cases 1 and 2, see text) on
monovalent ion stabilization free energies (Eq. 1c, in kT) for single occupancy of the
model ¢lter (Fig. 1, the default geometry)

Width/— Rcavity/— Explicit waters Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 Site 4 Site 5

Default 49 5 File-5, Cavity-0 728.3 725.8 720.5 720.4 719.2

Case 1 49 5 File-5, Cavity-20 728.1 725.4 720.4 720.7 720.6

Case 2 49 8.5 File-5, Cavity-0 728.4 726.0 721.0 721.6 721.9

Case 2 49 0 File-5, Cavity-0 728.0 725.2 719.8 718.7 714.7

Case 1 replaces the continuum cavity by explicit cavity water (see text).



to the cavity, there are no major di¡erences2. Altering the cavity radius noticeably
perturbs ionic stability at the two inner sites; the e¡ect is moderate at site 4 (*kT)
and large (52 kT) only at the innermost site, 5.
Table 2 illustrates the e¡ect that transition to an open state may have on ¢lter

energetics. Whether the continuum cavity contacts the intracellular space (case 3)
or the water-¢lled cavity is extended and connected to the intracellular space
(case 4), outer site energetics is unaltered. Again changes at site 4 are small, but
real (*kT) and those at site 5 are moderate (*2^3 kT).
Table 3 contrasts the in£uence of the cavity on ¢lter ion stabilizationwith that of

hypothetical additional single ¢le waters. One single ¢le water would be fully
compensatory.
A clear picture emerges. Not surprisingly, the cavity isn’t designed with an eye

toward ¢lter energetics; additional single ¢le waters would be more e¡ective. It
clearly helps stabilize ions at site 5; since ion^cavity interactions arise from image
forces, quadratically dependent on valence, theymay contribute to Ba stabilization
near the channel^cavity boundary. The cavity electrically isolates ¢lter ions from
the non-permittive intracellular side of the channel assembly. Without a change in
¢lter geometry, ¢lter energetics could only be marginally altered in the transition
from closed to open state.

Ion transfer energetics� individual electrical features and stabilization

As an ion enters the channel, ion^protein interaction must o¡set the ion’s
dehydration energy. The solvation environment along the interior of the
permeation pathway is dramatically di¡erent from that in bulk water. The
dehydration energy (Eq. 1a) ranges from 115 (Cs+) to 160 (Na+) kT. This is
balanced by cavity (Eq. 1b) and stabilization (Eq. 1c) components. We ¢rst focus
on stabilization, the process occurring within the uniform dielectric background;
at each site it is roughly the same (to within*15 kT) for the four alkali cations and
compensates for 50^65% of the dehydration energy.
Deconvolution of ionic interaction with individual structural features provides

insight into how each helps make the ¢lter ionophilic. We consider (hypothetical)
single occupancy and separately assess the in£uence of bulk and cavitywater, of the
single ¢le waters, of the binding pocket carbonyls, of the oriented a helices, and of
the 80Asp near the extracellularmouth. Figures 2 and 3 decompose the stabilization
free energy for one K+-like ion in the ¢lter. They illustrate each feature’s
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2Thismay overestimate the cavity’s stabilizing ability.MD simulation ofwater in*20— cavities
suggests an e of*5 (Zhang et al 1995), like that in single ¢le channels (Partenskii&Jordan 1992,
Partenskii et al 1994). However, work on large cylindrical channels (radius*8 —) is consistent
with a larger e,*30 (Sansom et al 1997).



contribution to the stabilization free energy (Eq. 1c), for scenarioswhere the cavity
is ion free (Fig. 2) or occupied (Fig. 3) by a monovalent cation. For K+, the total
stabilization energy at the physiological sites (2^5) ranges between 75 and 85 kT.
Consider ionic stabilization with the cavity ion free (Fig. 2). Attraction to the

dielectric background (bulk and cavitywater) is strongest near the twoboundaries;
the cavity is half as e¡ective as bulk water. Stabilization by the single ¢le waters is
complementary, weakest at the boundary sites where the ion has but one single ¢le
neighbour.Netinteractionwithwatersofallkinds(bulk,cavityandsingle¢le)varies
from*20 to*30 kT. The remaining dielectric stabilization mainly re£ects ion^
carbonyl and ion^helix attraction. Near the cavity the ¢lter sites are very near the a
helices’C-terminiandhelixinteractiondominates.TheC-terminiare*6—fromsites
4 and 5 but*14— from site 2; in all cases the amino termini are*20— away. The
80Asp at the peptide^water interface are strongly shielded by nearby bulk solvent;
their ability to stabilize ¢lter cations is consequently much reduced3.
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FIG. 2. Individual contributions of the various electrical features (continuumbackground,^;
single ¢lewaters,&; binding pocket carbonyls,~; oriented ahelices,*; negative residues,&) to
monovalent ion stabilization energy at various occupancy sites in the model KcsA ¢lter. The
cavity is unoccupied.

3In the dielectric picture, each of these charges induces an electrical image (of opposite polarity)
in the solvent, creating a dipole. Near the aqueous interface these charge separations are small;
their in£uence on ions in the selectivity ¢lter is much less than that of e¡ective dipoles created by
charged groups in the low e interior.



Introducing an ion into the cavity (Fig. 3) has little e¡ect on ion^peptide
energetics. Interaction with the background (here including the cavity ion)
destabilizes the ¢lter ion; interionic repulsion decreases much more rapidly than
R71 due to solvent (image) e¡ects. Ions at site 2 or 3 are much closer to the cavity
ion’s (negatively charged) image than are ions at site 4 or 5; net ¢lter ion^cavity ion
repulsion at site 2 is *35% that at site 4, even though their direct coulombic
interaction is *60% as large. At site 5 there is signi¢cant compensation.
Interaction with the single ¢le water becomes relatively favourable since the
cavity ion reinforces a site 5 ion’s tendency to align channel water.

Ion transfer energetics� the ionic Born cavity

Processes (a) and (b) of Eq. 1 require charge transfer between di¡erent
dielectrics. Experimental data provide reliable estimates for step (a), dehydration
(see footnote 1). Step (b) is a Born transfer from vacuum to the uniform
background (eback ¼ 2); the associated energy is

DGBorn ¼
1
2 (1=ebackground � 1)q2=Rcavity (2)
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FIG. 3. Individual contributions of the various electrical features (continuumbackground,^;
single ¢lewaters,&; bindingpocket carbonyls,~; oriented ahelices,*; negative residues,&) to
monovalent ion stabilization energy at various occupancy sites in the model KcsA ¢lter. The
cavity is occupied by a monovalent cation.



The cavity radius, Rcavity is determined by establishing a dividing surface
separating ion from ‘solvent’. This distance is not an intrinsic ionic property; it is
also solvent dependent (Grunwald 1997). This is especially true in the non-
uniform, inherently non-symmetric medium (even when time averaged) of a
channel interior (Jordan 2002). In principle, the ion could ideally associate
unconstrained single ¢le waters. However, the binding pocket carbonyl oxygens
are signi¢cantly constrained, their range of motion limited by the peptide
backbone’s rigidity (Doyle et al 1998, Berne' che & Roux 2000). At each of sites
2^4 the oxygens from eight carbonyl and two single ¢le waters form the binding
environment. However, not all coordinate the permeant ion equally well. In
addition, di¡erent ions are more or less e¡ectively coordinated. Table 4 presents
ion^oxygen distances for energy-minimized channels containing a single alkali
cation at sites 2 and 4. The rest of the ¢lter, the cavity and the extracellular
vestibule are ¢lled with water. The local environments are far from symmetric;
only some ligands form part of the ¢rst solvation shell. To estimate the size of
the cavity, we proceed somewhat arbitrarily, assuming (1) that at least one
carbonyl from each set of ligands must form a part of the boundary and (2) that
waters are not necessarily bounding ligands. Thus, at site 2mean distances between
ions and their bounding ligands are 2.58— for Na+, 2.73— for K+, 2.83— for Rb+

and 3.00— for Cs+. While mean ion^oxygen distances for the larger alkali cations
are nearly optimal (similar to those in water), that for Na+ is very large. The Na+^
K+ di¡erence is only 0.15—, much less than in water, 0.38—; the channel does not
adjust as well to Na+ as to the other alkali cations. Consequently the Born energy,
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TABLE 4 Ion^oxygen distances (in —) in an energy minimized KcsA K+ channel for
alkali cations occupying the crystallographic sites (2 and 4). Bold face entries are for
oxygens identi¢ed as forming part of the binding cavity boundary

Binding site 2 Binding site 4

Ion W^1 O^78 O^77 W^3 W^3 O^76 O^75 W^5

Na+ 2.40 3.69, 4.24,
5.00, 4.75

2.38, 2.47,
2.36, 2.47

2.29 5.63 4.26, 3.83,
4.53, 4.64

2.28, 2.31,
2.32, 2.38

2.34

K+ 2.60 4.86, 3.77,
4.78, 3.14

2.64, 2.69,
2.66, 2.68

2.72 3.48 2.70, 2.75,
2.91, 2.82

2.67, 2.76,
2.75, 2.67

3.98

Rb+ 2.86 3.95, 3.33,
5.07, 3.29

2.75, 2.85,
2.80, 2.73

2.71 3.62 2.83, 2.88,
2.79, 2.73

2.86, 2.90,
2.78, 2.81

3.60

Cs+ 2.98 3.51, 3.72,
3.37, 5.16

2.92, 2.93,
3.02, 2.91

2.86 3.05 2.95, 3.06,
2.97, 3.02

3.07, 2.99,
3.04, 2.96

3.69

W^1 is the distance from the ion to the water oxygen at site 1, etc. O^78 is the distance from the ion to the
carbonyl oxygens of residues 78, etc.



Eq. 2, is relatively small for Na+. To quantitate the cavity energy requires an
estimate of the size of the O atom; as we are using energy minimized structures to
estimate cavity size, we choose a rather small value for the O atom radius, 1.3—,
consistent with recent ab initio studies (Roux &Karplus 1995).

Ion transfer energetics� summary

Table 5 presents the individual contributions to the free energy of ion transfer from
water to the channel interior for alkali cation occupancy of sites 2 and 4.Due to our
approximations, total free energies are highly approximate. The results are most
useful for contrasting ¢lter interaction among the alkali cations. Cavity and
stabilization components are comparable. Both the electrostatic interaction
(stabilization) and the cavity contribution are largest for Na+. This ion interacts
extremely well with the peptide, better than its larger congeners, consistent with
the suggestion that internal Na+ blocks K+ permeation (Heginbotham et al 1999).
However, as the peptide is insu⁄ciently £exible, the Na+ cavity remains too large;
the net interaction is inadequate to fully compensate for Na+’s much larger
dehydration energy.
Figure 4 presents estimates of the ion transfer free energies, relative to K+ at site

2, for alkali cation occupancy of the crystallographic sites4. Na+ occupancy is
always unfavourable. On average it is *15 kT less stable than K+, comparable
with observed permeability ratios that imply a DG *10 kT (Hille 1992). While
the larger alkali cations are energetically similar, Cs+ clearly interacts less well
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TABLE 5 Decomposition of ion transfer free energy (in kT) for alkali cations
occupying the crystallographic sites (2 and 4) of a singly occupied channel (with ion-
free cavity)

Binding site 2 Binding site 4

Ion Na+ K+ Rb+ Cs+ Na+ K+ Rb+ Cs+

Dehydration 163.1 134.3 125.2 115.9 163.1 134.3 125.2 115.9

Cavity 798.8 786.9 774.8 770.3 7100.5 784.3 778.1 769.7

Stabilization 776.1 773.9 773.0 769.7 786.2 781.7 781.8 776.7

Total 711.8 726.5 722.5 724.1 722.7 731.7 734.7 730.5

4Sites 1 and 5 are both eliminated from consideration, the former because it really is not part of
the single ¢le, the latter because the explicit solvation environment is incomplete. States with
ions occupying neighbouring sites are energetically inaccessible and thus ignored.



than either K+ or Rb+; there appears to be a slight preference for K+ over Rb+.
Both observations are consistent with experiments.

Model limitations

This approach to permeation energetics is highly approximate. Signi¢cant terms,
like the energy required to create an uncharged Born cavity, have been ignored
(Roux et al 1990). Dielectric relaxation has been limited to the ions’ ¢rst
solvation shell; other structural features were immobilized. The outer vestibule
and the cavity are viewed as low and high e dielectric continua respectively.
These are all restrictions that can be lifted.

Conclusions

Even in its limited form, this model provides a way to separately assess how
individual architectural features of the channel a¡ect permeation. It demonstrates
that the cavity e¡ectively isolates the ¢lter from the intracellular domain and that it
is especially e¡ective in aiding stabilization of divalent ions at the cavity^¢lter
boundary (the Ba-block site). It demonstrates that the oriented a helices, in
addition to stabilizing an ion in the cavity, also contribute importantly to ionic
stabilization at the cavity^¢lter boundary. It corroborates the idea that peptide
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FIG. 4. Permeation free energy, relative to K+ occupancy of site 2, for single and double alkali
cation occupancy of four states of the selectivity ¢lter of the model KcsA channel (Na+,^; K+,
&; Rb+,~; Cs+,*). All energies have been displaced by +52.6 kT; the shifted free energies are
independent of the cavity’s ionic occupancy state.



rigidity may be at the heart of K+ channel selectivity (Doyle et al 1998). It
demonstrates that discrimination among the larger alkali cations requires delicate
energetic trade-o¡s involving Born stabilization in the dielectric cavity and
dielectric stabilization by the surrounding charge distribution.
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DISCUSSION

Tieleman:How do you treat the energy di¡erences between the ions in vacuum
and the ions in water?
Jordan:We have a background dielectric constant of two. We have a three point

model for water and we have adjusted things so that in terms of our
thermodynamic cycle we can come within 3^5 kT of the dehydration energies.
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The radii are reasonably well tuned. My Na+ is 1—, K+ is 1.3 —, Rb+ is 1.5— and
Cs+ is 1.7 —: with these I come within about 3 kT of the dehydration energies
determined experimentally.
Roux:How do you calculate the dehydration energy?
Jordan: We make up a sphere about 15— in diameter that has a bunch of our

model waters in it. We go through the whole equivalent cycle and do the
calculations.
Roux:Do you correct for what is beyond 15—?
Jordan:Yes, but it is an imperfect approach, even for establishing parameters.We

must estimate the size of the cavity that surrounds the ions. This is even more of a
problem in ourmodelling ofKcsA since the carbons of the carbonyls are immobile,
so we can’t in any consistent way determine the size of the cavities surrounding the
ions. The cavity sizes we used have therefore been derived rather di¡erently. We
have just minimized the structures using molecular mechanics and looked at how
the immediate surroundings of the ions at the various sites di¡er as the ion is varied.
It is really cobbled together at that point, which is why the numbers are screwy.
This is one of the reasons we really want to let those carbons move so that we have
an internally consistent picture.
Roux:With regard to the ion solvation problem, I don’t doubt that it is possible

to calibrate a potential function by doing the free energy calculation with the ions.
Nonetheless, when you start to look at the literature, it is very disconcerting that
the solvation free energy of these simple cations and chloride is uncertain, in fact
well beyond the selectivity of biological channels. A recent discussion of the large
variations in ion solvation can be found in Pliego & Riveros (2000). The estimate
for the free energy of Na+ ranges from 792 to 7100 kcal/mol, and for Cl7 it
ranges from 778 kcal/mol to 786 kcal/mol. Then all of a sudden Cl7 is very
close to Na+, whereas I always thought it was close to K+. There is no way the
computational people will be able to do anything meaningful until those
numbers are tied down.
Jordan: People have beenworking on this problem for a long time. The problem

comes down to getting an absolute electrode potential for the hydrogen electrode.
Roux: Isn’t it possible to choose something else as a reference?
Jordan: It doesn’tmake any di¡erence. If you had an absolutemeasurement of the

hydrogen electrode it would be ¢xed. Every time this unknown parameter is
changed, you move all the monovalent cations up an amount and all the
monovalent anions down by the same amount. With the divalents whatever
happens is doubled.
Sansom:Does that change the relative position within the monovalent cations?
Jordan: No, but it drastically alters cation and anion values. Among the more

recent values, there was an experimental determination of the standard hydrogen
electrode potential by Reiss &Heller (1985) that was about 7 kT di¡erent from an
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extrapolated procedure done very recently, based on the idea that if you think
about adding waters to the ion microclusters, you will eventually get a solvated
ion (Tissandier et al 1998). This is for free energy. If you are interested in
enthalpy of solvation, it is even worse.
Roux: With improvements in technology is there any hope that a better

measurement could be made?
Jordan:No, because ultimately you are doing a measurement that requires you

to come up with some way of approximating what is happening in the interface.
One of the ways of dealing with this is to try to ¢nd how much of a potential
change occurs when you bring the ion directly across the interface. This is very
hard to do. People have worked on this and come up with di¡erent ways of
doing it. If I had to guess I would say that there is an uncertainty of about
+3.5 kT. These numbers di¡er from Marcus’s estimates (Marcus 1991) by
about 50Kjmol71, mainly because we use a di¡erent value for the absolute
potential of the standard hydrogen electrode. But there is also another
problem. If you look at the numbers he quotes in his tables and then go back
to your freshman chemistry texts and work through the relative free energies for
the alkali cations, the numbers aren’t completely internally consistent. He has
cobbled things together and made some approximations of his own. It is a real
problem.
Sansom: If you had a slightly more deformable cavity, do you think one could

switch the exact value of the K+ versus Na+ selectivity? That is, would there be
smaller DG if you allowed more deformability in the cavity?
Jordan: I would imagine that if things were more deformable, the DGs of

permeation would mush together. It depends on the root-mean-square
displacements that I assign to the carbon motion. In our experiments the cavity
radii were determined in a way that makes things roughly comparable to what
people have determined using molecular dynamics.
Sansom: At the back of my mind are channels such as Kir6.2, where the tyrosine

of the ¢lter is replaced by a phenylalanine and the Na+/K+ selectivity is lower.
Jordan:We can certainly adjust the model to give more mobility to the waters in

the cavity. Until nowwe have been dealing with a spherical cavity, because this is a
historical artefact. We introduced this because when one does continuum
electrostatics it is easy to compete with a spherical cavity. If we are putting
explicit waters in there (which doesn’t cost us very much), we could change the
shape of the cavity. We could probably also give the cavity walls some £exibility.
Perozo: I am trying to come to terms with your numbers and calculations in the

sense of a working channel. You calculate ion £ux. What kind of single-charge
currents do you get?
Jordan: I can’t do it. If I look at what I have here, if I solve for conductance using

these free energies I would ¢nd values of absolutely zero.
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Perozo: Then, in any calculation based on the KcsA structure, do people get
energies compatible with the single-charge currents that have been mentioned?
That is, do people get something comparable to what would make sense given
the actual conductances?
Roux:To get the correct magnitude of £ux, you don’t expect free energy barrier

of more than 3 or 4 kcal/mol.
Perozo: So what are the values that people have obtained based on the structure?
Roux: It depends whether you allow the structure to be £exible or not. If you

keep the structure very rigid, you will get one kind of answer. If you allow the full
dynamics of the structure, you get a fairly di¡erent kind of answer.
Perozo:What I am really getting at is that you try to come toways such that your

terms make sense from the physical character point of view. Could it be that the
structure used in the calculations is not the right one?
Jordan: That is possible. I am stuck with what the experimentalists give me.
Roux: According to our calculations, the selectivity ¢lter of the X-ray structure

can sustain a £ux. There is no big free energy barrier with that structure, and as far
as we can tell the activity ¢lter is not in a ‘closed’ state.
Sansom: You should be able to test this. You could apply di¡erent levels of

restraint to the X-ray structure, from rigid to soft restraints allowing a very large
distortion. We know that if it is held rigid the barriers will be too great to sustain
the observed £ux, so imagine letting it soften more and more, and then determine
at what stage the free energies become compatible with the experimental £ux. I
don’t think you have to allow it to change greatly, but some deformability is
needed.
Perozo: It is clear that it doesn’t need to be a great change. It cannot change that

much because it is surrounded by all the transmembrane helices. The question is, to
what extent do we let it change?
Sansom: Despite the reservations one might have about simulations, we have

seen a degree of £exibility in terms of things such as a £ip round the valine of one
of the carbonyls, for example (Shrivastava & Sansom 2000). We would expect
some deformability of those carbonyls to track the ions as they move through the
channel. Benoit Roux, have you calculated PMFs (potentials of mean force) with
di¡erent degrees of rigidity of the ¢lter?
Roux:That is not quite howwe did it, but there are certainly indications that the

£exibility of the selectivity ¢lter is important. For example, the Tyr78 (of theGYG
signature sequence) is forming a hydrogen bondwithTrp68 in the crystallographic
structure. If the hydrogen bond is made arti¢cially stronger by applying an energy
restraint, then the free energy barriers for ion conduction are increased. What is
remarkable is that this hydrogen bond is nearly 12— away from where the ions
are located, even though it has an impact on ion conduction. This is an example
of a very delocalized and long-range e¡ect from £exibility. It is certain that the
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£exibility of the protein will a¡ect the free energy barriers controlling ion
conduction.
Ashcroft:What happens in your simulations if you stick an F in there rather than

a Y?
Roux:Wehaven’t done this, since it wouldweaken the hydrogen bond; it would

probably £atten the free energy pro¢le.
Unwin:My understanding is that the £ux of K+ through the KcsA channel isn’t

nearly as high aswith someK+ channels, and also the selectivity is not as good.Has
anyone got any insights as to what to do to the channels to make them more
selective and £ux at a higher rate?
Perozo:Depending on the permeant ion concentration, KcsA has a conductance

as high as most channels, and it is also quite selective. It is just like any other K+

channel.
Unwin: So the design is absolutely optimized for £ux and selectivity.
Perozo: Yes. There are many K+ channels that conduct poorly compared with

KcsA.
Sansom: Peter Jordan, going back to your breakdown of terms at the di¡erent

sites, and accepting all these reservations about absolute magnitudes, if we add all
those terms up, does it look £at or do you see preference for certain sites within the
¢lter?
Jordan: If it is singly occupied, I see a preference for ion occupancy of the water

site. This is my site 3. I dropped consideration of the two external sites because, in
both those cases, the environment is part explicit solvent and part continuum
solvent. If I have two ions in the ¢lter, there is only one occupancy possibility
because you are not going to have the two ions at neighbouring sites.
Sansom:Can you break downDG toDHandTDS? Could you look at how things

would change from room temperature to crystallographic temperature?
Jordan: Yes.
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